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Abstract.

Ionospheric scintillation is caused by irregularities in the iono-

spheric electron density. The characterization of ionospheric irregularities is
important to further our understanding of the underlying physics. Our goal
is to characterize the intermediate (0.1-10 km) to medium (10-100 km) scale
high latitude irregularities which are likely to produce these scintillations.
In this paper, we characterize irregularities observed by Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) during a geomagnetically active period on 9 March 2012.
For this purpose, along with the measurements, we are using the recently
developed model: “Satellite-beacon Ionospheric-scintillation Global Model
of the upper Atmosphere” (SIGMA). The model is particularly applicable
at high latitudes as it accounts for the complicated geometry of the magnetic
field lines in these regions and is presented in an earlier paper (Deshpande
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et al. [2014]). We use an inverse modeling technique to derive irregularity parameters by comparing the high rate (50 Hz) GNSS observations to the modeled outputs. In this investigation, we consider experimental observations from
both the northern and southern high latitudes. The results include: predominance of phase scintillations compared to amplitude scintillations imply the
presence of larger-scale irregularities of sizes above the Fresnel scale at GPS
frequencies, and that the spectral index ranges from 2.4 to 4.2 and the RMS
number density ranges from 3e11 to 2.3e12 el/m3 . The best fits we obtained
from our inverse method that considers only weak scattering mostly agree
with the observations. Finally, we suggest some improvements in order to
facilitate the possibility of accomplishing a unique solution to such inverse
problems.
Key points:
• We characterize high latitude irregularities using GPS data, SIGMA model
and an inverse method
• Phase scintillations as high rate GPS data at multiple polar locations
across the Arctic and Antarctic are both measured and modeled
• Spectral indices we found for F region irregularities are as expected for
3D spectra indicated that inverse modeling approach is valid
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1. Introduction and Motivation
Ionospheric scintillations in Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signals are rapid
variations in their amplitude and phase resulting from electron density irregularities in the
ionosphere. Scintillations are frequently observed in high latitude and equatorial regions
[Aarons, 1982; Kintner et al., 2009]. It has been shown that in the dayside auroral region, large-scale phase scintillations are observed more often than amplitude scintillations
[Aarons, 1997; Basu et al., 1998]. More recent observations reported by Mitchell et al.
[2005] and statistical work by Spogli et al. [2009] in the northern high latitude regions and
by Kinrade et al. [2012] and Deshpande et al. [2012] in the southern high latitude regions
also indicated a predominance of phase scintillations. Statistical results from the South
Pole presented by Kinrade et al. [2013] emphasize the occurrence of Global Positioning
System (GPS) phase scintillations coexisting with auroral emissions. Alfonsi et al. [2011]
describe the scintillation climatology of the high latitude ionosphere over both the poles
and also highlight the difference between amplitude and phase scintillations.
Our goal is to characterize the intermediate (0.1-10 km) scale to medium scale (10100 km) [Kelley et al., 1982a] high latitude irregularities which are likely to produce
these phase scintillations.

This is a step toward our goal of understanding the un-

derlying mechanisms that produce the density irregularities, and their relationship to
magnetospheric-ionospheric coupling. In this paper, we propose a way to characterize the
irregularities, by using the GNSS scintillation observations and observations from other
ancillary instruments coupled with the physical and propagation parameters derived from
the model: “Satellite-beacon Ionospheric-scintillation Global Model of the upper Atmo-
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sphere” (SIGMA) [Deshpande et al., 2014]. The parameters derived from the auxiliary
instruments together with the inverse method using SIGMA can be used to extract the
physical characteristics of the irregularities involved in the generation of the scintillations.
A few good examples of the inverse modeling technique can be found in the works of Keskinen [2006] and Carrano et al. [2012], where they use the technique to infer turbulence
parameters from intensity scintillation data obtained at low latitude regions. Although,
the iterative parameter estimation technique presented by Carrano et al. [2012] is similar to our inverse modeling methodology, the latitudes they consider, their underlying
model, and the free parameters they fit are different. Moreover, we are utilizing 50 Hz
phase scintillation observations, whereas they worked with 10 Hz GPS carrier-to-noise
measurements.
Additionally, low rate scintillation indices S4 and σφ have been used in interhemispheric
studies [Prikryl et al., 2010, 2011, 2012; Prikryl et al., 2015]. However, to our knowledge,
the morphology and geographical distribution of intermediate and medium scale irregularities at high latitudes has not been explored with high rate (typically 50 Hz) scintillation
data along with modeling.
The organization of this paper is as follows: we provide details on the observations as
well as briefly discuss SIGMA in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our inverse modeling
methodology. We present our results from inverse modeling and discuss them in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude our findings and discuss our future plans in Section 5.

2. Datasets and Model
2.1. GPS and Auxiliary Datasets
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During the period of 7 to 17 March 2012 there occurred a series of very active geomagnetic storms and substorms Prikryl et al. [2015]. We select 9 March 2012 for analysis
based on the strength of geomagnetic activity along with the availability of coexisting
auxiliary observations and good scintillation measurements. This day gives us an opportunity to explore the high latitude irregularity physics during storm conditions at different
geographical locations. For this paper, we focussed on 6 different locations, 3 from each
hemisphere. In the northern hemisphere, we have high rate (50 Hz) GPS scintillation
data from receivers at Ny-Ålesund (NY0), Tromsø and Resolute Bay (ResBay), and in
the southern hemisphere, we have scintillation data from receivers at McMurdo (MCM),
South Pole (SPA) and Concordia (DMC0). We list the geographic and geomagnetic coordinates of these stations in Table 1.
A preliminary examination of low-rate S4 and σφ data revealed the possible times and
dates during the March 2012 period mentioned above. Results from a detailed search for
scintillation observations and supporting measurements from ancillary instruments such
as the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) and Incoherent Scatter Radar
(ISR) motivated us to select the interval from 3 to 4 UT on 9 March 2012. Kp index
was 6 during this time, and it was the beginning of a geomagnetic storm. Moreover, this
time period reveals continuous periods of phase scintillations greater than 30 seconds in
duration on most of the receivers. This is an important factor in our inverse modeling
since we need to have at least 30 seconds of continuous scintillations in order to compare
with a simulated phase time series of the same duration.
During the period of interest, we did not observe power fluctuations greater than the
noise floor in the GPS high rate data at any of the locations. The noise floor was found
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from the non-scintillating times during 3 to 4 UT on 9 March 2012 for each location and
was to maximize at ±2 dB. This is consistent with the prevalence of phase scintillations
observed at high latitudes as discussed in Section 1. Stacked plots of detrended and
filtered high-rate GPS phase data at each location during 3 to 4 UT on 9 March 2012 are
shown in Figure 1. The latitude is shown on the vertical axis. Black rectangles indicate
the scintillation periods from which we have selected 30 second long GPS data used here
in the inverse modeling problems. A scale on the right side of the plot represents 3 radians
of phase. During this period, we did not observe any scintillations at Concordia which is
close to the geomagnetic South Pole. This is an interesting finding that helps place the
dynamics of the ionospheric structures within the context of geomagnetic location.
The Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric Network (CHAIN) provided GPS scintillation
data for Resolute Bay [Jayachandran et al., 2009]. The electronic Space Weather upper atmosphere site (http://www.eswua.ingv.it/), managed by Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e
Vulcanologia (INGV), provided GPS scintillation data for Concordia and for Ny-Ålesund
[Romano et al., 2008, 2013]. Auxiliary data were obtained from the ISR at Tromsø, a
riometer at South Pole, Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and Polarorbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES), and SuperDARN radars in both
hemispheres. We use auroral oval observations from Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) instrument on the DMSP satellites http://ssusi.jhuapl.edu/
[Paxton et al., 2002; Zhang and Paxton, 2008] and OVATION Prime plots based on the
POES data [Newell et al., 2009; Newell et al., 2010; Machol et al., 2012]. The details
of how OVATION Prime plots are produced by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) can be found at the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC)
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website: http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/ovation prime/. In Section 4 we will refer to these
auxiliary data during the discussion of the results from the individual inverse modeling
cases.
2.2. SIGMA
SIGMA is a full, three dimensional (3D) electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation model
which we developed to simulate the propagation of a signal from a moving satellite to the
ground through multiple phase screens (MPS). A detailed description of SIGMA can be
found in the earlier paper Deshpande et al. [2014] (SIGMA I paper). Inside SIGMA, we
first obtain a spatial electron number density distribution from a spectral model for high
latitude irregularities, and then utilize a hybrid method that combines the MPS technique
with a split-step solution to the forward propagation equation (FPE) [Rino, 2010; Rino
and Carrano, 2011], to propagate the signal to the ground. In this study, we use the
Hybrid spectral model of irregularities at high latitudes from Costa and Kelley [1977], as
described in the SIGMA I paper.
SIGMA outputs high-rate GPS scintillation phase and power time series with 50 Hz
sampling frequency. The observed as well as modeled high rate phase and power are detrended and filtered in order to eliminate any low frequency effects including the satellite
motion. Because the phase scintillations appear more dominant than amplitude scintillations in these high latitude observations, we are mainly using the simulated phase from
SIGMA for the inverse analysis. Comparison of two time series (observed and simulated)
can be imprecise since it is not easy to get both of them in-phase to begin with. On the
other hand, when comparing the power spectral densities (PSD) of the time series, it is not
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required to know the relative phases of the complex signals. Thus, in our inverse modeling
problems, it is prudent to use PSDs for the comparison of observed and simulated phase.
At 50 Hz sampling frequency, it takes a few hundred seconds for SIGMA to generate
a time series as short as 30 seconds long using a fairly fast single-core processor (≈
3 GHz, 8 GB RAM), which therefore results in several hours of run time for an inverse
modeling uniform-grid simulation that requires thousands of such runs. These SIGMA
runs are performed in parallel several thousand times with different combinations of input
parameters. The longer the time series to be simulated by SIGMA, the longer will be the
computational time. This constraint limits the length of the SIGMA time series to be
30 seconds long. This short time length selection also worked positively while we searched
for continuous periods of phase scintillations observed at the different locations. For
example, the scintillations at NYA0 were not strong, so it was hard to find a continuous
chunk of time series longer than 30 seconds. Once we have the 30 seconds long phase time
series, we obtain its temporal PSD using Welch’s method [Welch, 1967]. We first divide
the time series into 10 second long segments with a 50% overlap, find their individual
periodogram values from FFTs and then average them to reduce the noise in the final
PSD. In this PSD, since the sampling frequency in the simulated time series is 50 Hz, the
Nyquist frequency and thus the maximum frequency is 25 Hz. Furthermore, as the phase
time series is originally filtered with a 0.1 Hz high pass filter to eliminate low frequency
effects as suggested by Van Dierendonck et al. [1993], the minimum frequency in the PSD
needs to be ≥ 0.1 Hz.
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3. Method of Inverse Modeling
In this section, we describe the inverse modeling technique we use to fit SIGMA output
to the observations and obtain the optimal values of SIGMA input parameters for the
best fit. Table 2 presents the input parameters to SIGMA. For a given inverse modeling
run, there are eight unknown input parameters (including magnitude |vd | and direction
vd of the drift velocity vd ), which are shown in boldface. These unknowns are found
6

with two steps in the inverse modeling technique as described below. For each observation, the geographical parameters, namely, magnetic dip angle at the receiver location
and azimuth and elevation of the vector between the receiver and satellite locations are
obtained beforehand. For the purposes of achieving a realistically possible computation
time for inverse modeling problems, we assume a single phase screen.
Initially, for a given GNSS observation, we use the auxiliary data to estimate values of
as many input parameters for SIGMA as we can. This is discussed in Section 3.1. To
reduce the dimension of the design space further, we assume certain values for some of
the input parameters, namely, the outer scale, axial ratio, and thickness. The outer scale
is the largest spatial dimension of the ionospheric irregularities, while the axial ratio is
a parameter that defines the anisotropy of the rod-shaped field aligned irregularities. As
described in Section 3.2, we retrieve the remaining input parameters for the best fit of the
simulated PSD to the observed PSD by running SIGMA over a uniform four-dimensional
(4-D) grid that defines a design space.
The turbulence strength is defined by the product of the RMS of the electron number
density fluctuations ∆N in electrons/m3 (el/m3 ) and the thickness of the irregularity
LT h . It is generally represented in total electron content units (TECU). The magnitude
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of the PSD in dB for all frequencies appears to be directly proportional to this turbulence
strength [Rino and Fremouw , 1977; Wernik et al., 2007; Deshpande et al., 2014]. The
magnitude of the effective drift velocity |vd | is also expected to affect the strength of the
phase as a function of frequency. Finally, we expect SpInd to change the shape of the
PSD. Therefore, we try to optimize the SIGMA PSD to match the observed PSD, with
∆N (maintaining a constant LT h ), SpInd, and drift velocity magnitude and direction as
the four free parameters.
3.1. Step 1: Use of Auxiliary Data
The RMS density ∆N , approximate drift velocity of the ionospheric structures
(|vd |, 6 vd ) and height Hiono of the irregularities can be estimated from ISRs. SuperDARN fitted velocity maps can be used to obtain a reasonable estimate of the magnitude
and direction of the drift velocities. The magnitude of the velocity can also be approximated from the PSD of the observed intensity. For example, if the PSD of intensity
shows a roll-over at a frequency froll , an approximate magnitude of the drift velocity at
√
altitude Hiono would be froll λHiono , where λ is the wavelength of the GPS signal and
√
λHiono is the Fresnel scale at that altitude. Additionally, the availability of DMSP and
POES satellite passes over the regions of interest can indicate the possibility of energetic
particle precipitation and can help with auroral oval boundary prediction. If there is auroral precipitation, the ionospheric scintillations are more likely to be from irregularities
in the E region or near 120 km. GPS scintillations can also be caused by F region events
such as polar cap patches at a typical height of 350 km. The presence of such patches
can be validated from either SuperDARN or ISR data or from tomography algorithms
such as Ionospheric Data Assimilation Four-Dimensional (IDA4D) [Bust et al., 2004; Bust
c 2016 American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.

and Datta-Barua, 2014]. On a separate note, background densities from data assimilation
techniques and tomography algorithms such as IDA4D and Multi-Instrument Data Assimilation System (MIDAS) [Spencer and Mitchell , 2007] can also be integrated in SIGMA.
However, this will be left for future work.
With or without estimates of |vd |, 6 vd , and ∆N from auxiliary data, we proceed to
Step 2 of the method. Furthermore, if, due to absence of auxiliary observations, we
cannot estimate the height Hiono of the ionosphere with confidence, we implement the
inverse modeling technique at both E (120 km) and F (350 km) region altitudes.
The sensitivity study by Deshpande et al. [2014] revealed that for axial ratios lower than
5, the two-dimensional (2-D) phase structures on ground look more isotropic, while for
values above 30, the coherence length along the z-axis becomes larger than the thickness
of the layer (10 km). Thus, assuming we have rod shaped irregularities, we consider an
axial ratio of 10 and irregularity thickness of 10 km for our simulation. We choose a higher
value of outer scale l0 of 15 km based on the findings of Rino [1979], where he found no
evidences of a finite l0 cutoff.
3.2. Step 2: Uniform-grid SIGMA Simulation
From step 1, we obtain an estimate of four of the eight unknown SIGMA input parameters, namely, Hiono , |vd |, 6 vd , and ∆N . As mentioned earlier, if Hiono is not known, the
following analysis is simply run at two different heights. In this section, we describe the
method to obtain the best-fit values for the four design variables stated earlier, specifically,
spectral index, |vd |, 6 vd and ∆N . In the case of 3 or more design variables, the inverse
modeling problem is a complicated multidimensional problem and will require more sophisticated computational resources if the problem is to be solved using optimization
c 2016 American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.

algorithms. In this paper, we solve the problem with 4 design variables using a simulation performed over a uniformly sampled 4-D grid. Finding and using a multidimensional
global optimization algorithm to solve the inverse modeling problem will be considered in
subsequent studies.
We incorporate a least squares or chi-square fitting test [Chernoff and Lehmann, 1954;
Press et al., 1992] to obtain the best fit of the simulated data to the observed data. As
explained below, we obtain χ2 metric for each SIGMA simulation run on the 4-D uniform
grid, where SIGMA is executed with a set of different values for the four design variables.
In each case, we try to fit the phase PSD of the model to the data in the log-log domain.
χ2 is the least-squared fit value and is given by
χ2 =

N
1 X
(log10 Yi − log10 Xi )2
σy2 i=1

(1)

where Yi s are N number of points on the PSD of the observed phase, Xi s are the points
on PSD of the SIGMA phase and σy2 is the variance on the observed PSD after removal of
any trend in the PSD. σy2 represents a constant measurement error on the observed data.
We consider a constant error in the χ2 minimization since the variance on each Yi point
and thus the uncertainties associated with the set of GPS measurements are not known
in advance.
For a good fit, χ2 ≈ (N − M ) or χ0 = χ2 /(N − M ) ≈ 1, where (N − M ) is the number of
degrees of freedom. M is the total number of design variables to be fitted. Furthermore,
the PSD values to fit are between fmin and fmax , where fmin = 0.2 Hz is the minimum
frequency after the filtering of the phase time series and finding the PSD using the Welch’s
method. We purposefully consider a slightly higher frequency than the filter frequency
of 0.1 Hz to avoid interference of any filter artifacts while fitting. fmax is the maximum
c 2016 American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.

frequency before the noise floor starts. We found it to be around 8.5 Hz. In the current
study, N is equal to 83 and M is equal to 4. Thus, (N − M ) in this case is 79. In all the
results in Section 4, the “goodness” of the fit will be higher if the χ2 value is close to 79
or χ0 is close to 1. In other words, the fit is better if χ0 ≈ 1.
We added another constraint while minimizing this χ0 value. Although for all the cases,
phase scintillations were predominant, we did not want to exclude intensity variations.
Hence, while fitting the phase SIGMA PSD to the observed phase PSD, we selected only
those cases for which the peak to peak variation of the simulated intensity time series was
no greater than two times that of the observational time series.
We run SIGMA over a uniformly sampled grid in the 4-D parametric space. We consider
the range of SpInd from 0.6 to 6, while that of ∆N from 1.0e11 to 2.5e12 el/m3 for both
altitudes. The discretization used in the simulation, which is primarily constrained by the
computation time and resources, results in a resolution of δSpInd = 0.6 for SpInd and
δ∆N ≈ 2e11 el/m3 for ∆N . Drift velocity magnitude and direction ranges are limited
to ±400 m/s and ±30◦ about the estimated values obtained from SuperDARN mapped
velocities. These have a step of 100 m/s and 10◦ , respectively. We do not expect to see
any sharp gradients in the parametric space, however, since the function is non-linear
there will always be an uncertainly associated with it. We find the global minimum value
χ2min .
With an assumption that the measurement errors in the χ0 minimization are normally
distributed, we quantify the errors in the parameter estimation as described by Press
et al. [1992]. The global minimum χ0min is presented in the contour plots along with the
confidence limits of 68.3% and 90% for that particular value. The confidence limits of
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68.3% and 90% represent 1 and 2 standard deviation spread, respectively. We also specify
the median value inside the 68.3% confidence contour.
To summarize, we use Step 1 and Step 2 from this section to solve the inverse modeling
problem using SIGMA. We apply this technique to study the irregularities that produced
the GPS scintillations at different locations shown in Figure 1. We present and discuss
the results in the following section.

4. Results and Discussion
In this section, we describe the results of inverse modeling for one location, i.e., McMurdo in detail and briefly discuss the results of inverse modeling at the rest of the
locations. The predictions of auroral oval boundaries from OVATION prime for both the
hemispheres are shown in Figure 2. The station positions are highlighted on the plots.
As seen from Figure 1, there are no periods of visible GPS scintillations over Concordia.
The scintillations also get stronger as we go lower in the latitude. Using this observation
and the auroral oval plots in Figure 2 we expect an absence of polar cap patches at higher
latitudes, while at auroral and cusp stations, we believe there is a good possibility of the
scintillation occurrences being related to the auroral precipitation. In the following subsections, we describe the inverse modeling implementation and results. We also suggest
some modifications to the technique for improved accuracy of the results.
4.1. McMurdo Results
From an inspection of the auroral oval boundaries in the Southern hemisphere in Figure 2 (b), it is apparent that McMurdo was poleward of the auroral oval. In order to
determine the altitude for the SIGMA simulation runs, we used IDA4D algorithm. The
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result of an IDA4D run over Antarctica is represented as a polar plot in Figure 3. It shows
vertical total electron content (TEC) in geomagnetic coordinates. Since TEC maps have
major contribution from F region, we think that this is a fair measure to understand the
overall ionospheric structuring at around 350 km height. The plot shows some density
enhancement over McMurdo. The scintillations could be the result of GPS signal passing through an F-region irregularity of intermediate to medium scale size present in this
enhanced-density region. However, taking a conservative approach we solve the inverse
problem at both E region and F region heights.
Figure 4 shows the SuperDARN convection velocity maps found using the technique
described by Ruohoniemi and Baker [1998]. On 9 March 2012 close to 3:30 UT, the velocities over McMurdo are between 600 and 800 m/s at an azimuth of -110◦ . The azimuth
defines the direction of vd , i.e., 6 vd , and is measured from the geomagnetic west direction.
We note that these predictions are based on sparse E × B measurements from then available three Southern SuperDARN radars: Unwin (UNW), Kerguelen (KER) and Halley
(HAL). Here, we also remind that this is not the case for northern hemisphere that is well
covered by SuperDARN radar observations. Therefore, the underlying convection model
based on the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz and By component values heavily
influences the pattern in the South. Estimation of convection velocity using SuperDARN
involves averaging, thus the actual velocities could possibly be on the larger side, closer
to 800 m/s at MCM. These drift velocity estimates from SuperDARN are only considered
as starting predictions for unknown parameters (drift velocity magnitude and direction)
while solving the inverse problem. Additionally, as explained in Section 3.1, the drift velocity magnitude can also be estimated from the observed intensity PSD at MCM. These
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estimates are 800 m/s and 470 m/s with the assumed irregularity heights of 350 km and
120 km, respectively.
In Figure 5, we present the contours of χ0 with respect to ∆N and SpInd at 120 km
and 350 km heights and at the optimum velocity value. In other words, we obtain a 2-D
slice of χ0 at the optimum values of the magnitude and direction of vd . In all the contour
plots, we show the positions of χ0min , the median in the unit standard deviation spread.
The two confidence levels are explained in Section 3.2 and are indicated by dashed lines
in this figure. For the 120 km case, we state that there is a 68.3% chance that the true
values of ∆N and SpInd will fall within the region highlighted by 68.3% confidence level
contour. It can also be seen that the 90% confidence level covers almost 1/3rd of the
parametric space. Similarly, for 350 km case, the 90% confidence level covers almost the
whole region. It should be noted that this solution is valid for a set of l0 , LT h and AXR
values. If there were a way to obtain the actual values of these three parameters from
other sources, it would have been possible to obtain a better estimate of the unknowns.
However, we can confidently eliminate certain regions of the parametric space with this
current method. For example, for the case of 120 km height, the region ∆N > 1e12 el/m3
and SpInd < 2 does not have an optimum solution.
We compare the observed and simulated PSDs with χ2 fit. The global minimum value of
χ0 gives the simulated PSD that fits best to the observations. For this SIGMA simulation,
we obtain the free parameter values and then plot the modeled and observed data in both
the frequency and time domains. These are shown in Figure 6, where we compare the best
fit SIGMA PSD against the observed PSD, and also plot the best fit SIGMA phase time
series with the observed phase time series at 120 km (Figures 6 (a) and (b)) and 350 km
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(Figures 6 (c) and (d)), respectively. The best fit simulated PSDs for 120 km and 350 km
indeed appear to follow the observed PSD graph. A closer examination of the PSDs and
the χ0 values reveals that the SIGMA PSD at 120 km is a better fit to the observations
compared with the 350 km case. We reiterate that if we try to fit the simulated time
series to the observations instead of the PSDs, we would need to consider an extra free
parameter or an unknown, that is, the time offset between the simulated and observed
time series.
4.2. Inverse Modeling for MCM case with larger thickness
In order to optimize the computational time for all the inverse modeling runs presented
before, we initially had considered an irregularity thickness of 10 km at 350 km height,
which is the same as that considered at 120 km height. However, in general, the expanse
of irregularities at F region is expected to be larger than those at E region. In addition
to the large-spread for F region irregularities, the F region has higher electron number
density compared to the E region. These two factors call for a larger thickness for F region
irregularities. Thus, we also solved the inverse modeling problem for each receiver location
with an altitude of 350 km and a thickness of 40 km. The results of inverse modeling for
MCM with larger thickness at F region altitude are displayed in Figure 7. It should be
highlighted that the computational time and memory requirements of SIGMA increase
nonlinearly as the thickness increases. The PSD of the best fit in Figure 7 shows a χ0
value lower than that in Figures 6 (a) and (c). As mentioned in Section 3.2, χ0 value close
to 1 indicates a good fit. Thus, χ0 value from Figure 7 (a) being very close to 1 compared
with the higher χ0 values from Figures 6 (a) and (c), proves that the best fit to McMurdo
GPS scintillation observations occurs at 350 km altitude with LT h = 40 km. Additionally,
c 2016 American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.

the best fit SIGMA phase time series displays comparable characteristics to the observed
phase time series such as a period of oscillations of 5-7 seconds. From these observations
it can be inferred that changing the thickness also affects some of the features in the
PSD which in turn affects the fitting as well as some visually comparable details in the
phase time series. Incorporating thickness as the fifth unknown parameter for the fitting
function will be considered in future upgrades. This is because incorporating it in the
inverse modeling optimization problem will require a consideration of multi-fold increase
in the computational time which would in turn depend on the availability of higher end
computational resources. There has been a recent effort by Chartier et al. [2016] using a
modified geometry inside SIGMA that attempts to accelerate its runs. Once it is validated
with one of the inverse modeling runs, we plan to adopt it to be used in the standard
inverse modeling analysis.
4.3. Interpretation of Auxiliary Data for Remaining Stations
In order to estimate the height of the ionosphere related to the South Pole observations,
we checked whether South Pole is under the auroral oval during the time of interest. From
the modeled predictions of the auroral oval using OVATION Prime shown in Figure 2 (b),
we see that South Pole is on the boundary of the auroral oval. Furthermore, the energetic
particle precipitation data measured from the instrument SSUSI onboard the DMSP F 18
satellite during the time 3:15 to 3:30 UT is plotted on the Antarctic map in Figure 8 (a).
Although South Pole is not on the DMSP satellite path, it is certainly within ≈ 5◦
latitude from the path. With this in mind, one can see from Figure 8 (a) that there
is auroral precipitation close to South Pole. Moreover, from the keogram of imaging
riometer at South Pole shown in Figure 8 (b), we can see a definite absorption around
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3:10 to 3:20 UT. These evidences indicate that South Pole was inside the auroral oval or
on its boundary. Thus, we propose that the GPS scintillations observed at South Pole
are most likely related to an irregularity at E region height (Hiono = 120 km). The drift
velocity at South Pole was estimated to be 400 m/s at an azimuth of -110◦ from the
SuperDARN plot in Figure 4 (b).
From Figure 2 (a), Tromsø clearly seems to be under the auroral oval indicating likeliness of presence of E-region irregularities at 120 km height. The minimum RMS density
variation over Tromsø was found to be 1e12 from ISR data. From the SuperDARN plot
in Figure 4 (a), the velocity at Tromsø was deduced to be ≈ 400 m/s at an azimuth of
180◦ . For both SPA and Tromsø, we also solved SIGMA inverse modeling at F region
height (with both 10 km and 40 km thick irregularities) and confirmed that the best fit
indeed occurs at 120 km altitude.
From Figure 2 (a) Resolute Bay and Ny-Ålesund appear under the polar cap region.
The estimated velocities at these two regions from the SuperDARN plot in Figure 4 (a)
are close to be 500 m/s and 200 m/s, respectively. The azimuths are 135◦ and -30◦ ,
respectively.
We found that the PSD of the best fit agreed with the observed PSD well for the case
of 350 km altitude and 40 km thickness at Resolute Bay as well as Ny-Ålesund as shown
in Figures 9(a) and (c). Disregarding the time offset, the features (such as period of
oscillation, peak to peak values) of the best fit simulated phase time series in Figures 9(b)
and (d) appear to be consistent with those of the observed time series. The optimum
parameter values for the SIGMA best fit for all the cases at each location are given in
Table 3. The cases which we think fit the observations the best amongst all altitude and
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thickness combinations are shown in boldface. We would like to mention that a single
phase screen used in SIGMA represents an extended layer in altitude (40 km thick in F
region case). We integrate along an oblique path while also considering the contribution
from the horizontally nearby elements to the path and compute the phase fluctuations
caused by the layer. So, with SIGMA we consider the effect of field aligned correlations
of ionospheric irregularities.
4.4. Discussion of Inverse Modeling Results
From this work, our principal findings are as follows:
• At all the considered high latitude stations, we observed phase scintillations predominantly. The power shows only some small variations below the level of ±3 dB. At E
and F regions, the predominance of phase scintillations compared to amplitude scintillations indicates the presence of larger-scale irregularities of sizes above the Fresnel scale of
hundred to a few hundred meters at GPS signal frequencies [Yeh and Liu, 1982].
• The best fits from solving the inverse problem at different locations reveal that the
spectral index of the irregularities varied between 2.4 and 4.2.
• ∆N ranges from 0.3e12 to 2.3e12 el/m3 . Thus, considering respective irregularity
thickness for each best fit, the turbulence strength in TECU ranges from 1 TECU to
2.4 TECU. These values are well within the limits seen in TEC maps in both the hemispheres during those times. However, it needs to be noted that TEC maps have very coarse
resolution and have interpolated values at places where there are no measurements. The
TEC enhancement of ∼18 TECU is seen over McMurdo in the IDA4D map. With the
inverse method, we obtain the irregularity strength of about 1.2 TECU which is about
15% of the TEC enhancement and is consistent with our weak scattering assumption.
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• Altitudes of the irregularities responsible for scintillations were predicted from the
model to be 350 km (F region) for McMurdo, Resolute Bay and Ny-Ålesund, and 120 km
(E region) for South Pole and Tromsø. Comparison with ionosonde data (if available)
and/ or EISCAT radar would help in understanding the height at which ionospheric
irregularities are located.
We report ambiguity surfaces in the parametric space of ∆N and SpInd, which are the
result of uncertainty in the remaining input parameters. Availability of more auxiliary
data would help eliminate these ambiguities. If a scintillation receiver records ∆TEC, it
is possible to infer ∆N from that. Also, because of insufficient SuperDARN radar data
coverage at high latitudes during the time of interest, there needs to be a more reliable
source for obtaining the velocity estimates of intermediate and medium scale irregularities.
Localized spaced GPS scintillation receivers can provide accurate measurements of these
drifts [Bust et al., 2013; Datta-Barua, 2015].
Several experimental and modeling studies [Basu et al., 1988; Kelley et al., 1982b; Keskinen and Ossakow , 1982, 1983a; Keskinen et al., 1988] have investigated the sources
of high latitude ionospheric irregularities. Reviews by Keskinen and Ossakow [1983b]
and Kintner and Seyler [1985] and references therein summarize the theories that explain the origin of these irregularities. Tsunoda [1988] found that E × B (gradient drift)
instability is the dominant mechanism in the the F region polar ionosphere. In situ
satellite measurements and scintillation measurements reported a spectral index m ≤ 2
for F region irregularities [Basu et al., 1988]. Additionally, non linear evolution of the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at high latitudes studied by Keskinen et al. [1988] revealed
the spectral indices of transverse averaged power spectra of density in the range of 1.6
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± 0.2 to 2.2 ± 0.2 depending on whether collisional effects are important. These spectra
are one dimensional (1D). In-situ measurements from probes on-board satellites also yield
spectral index for a 1D power law irregularity spectrum. Thus, for 1D spectral index m
close to 2 (from the in-situ measurements etc.) the spectral index p must be close to 4
for a 3D spectrum [Yeh and Liu, 1982]. The spectral index values we obtained from our
inverse modeling of our F region fits (found using a 3-D hybrid spectrum) are 3.6 and 4,
which are thus close to this expected value of p ∼ 4.
Keskinen and Ossakow [1983b] mention that strong electrojet currents across geomagnetic field in the high latitude E region are believed to be the drivers of Farley-Buneman
(two-stream) and E × B instabilities. Farley-Buneman instability is driven by an electrojet
current that may be responsible for small scale (wavelengths less than 10 km) irregularities while large scale (wavelengths greater than 10 km) irregularities may be produced
by the E × B instability. For Tromsø and South Pole, where the best fits appear at E
region altitudes, the spectral index values for the electron number density spectra are 4.2
and 2.4, respectively. Previous work by Oppenheim and Otani [1996] address the spectral characteristics of Farley-Buneman instabilities at low latitudes, but there needs to be
more work done on these instabilities at high latitudes. Due to lack of theoretical spectral
studies of E region irregularities at high latitudes, it is hard to determine the type of
instability based on the spectral indices. However, we believe that E-region irregularities
responsible for the GPS scintillations observed at Tromsø and South Pole are result of
soft auroral precipitation, and thus most likely are associated with two-stream instability.
We would like to state that while using such an inverse method, a few discrepancies in
finding the best fit may arise because of lack of information about the measurement errors.
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For higher fidelity, we require better estimate of measurement errors. The disagreement,
if any, between the best fit SIGMA PSD and observed PSD, could occur because of the
following possibilities. First, there is insufficient information to find actual values of some
inputs from auxiliary data. Second, the underlying spectral model with a single slope
power law is inadequate to describe the physics of the irregularities involved in those
observations.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The characterization of ionospheric irregularities is important to further our understanding of the underlying physics and also in mitigation of the scintillation effects in the
GNSS signals. We use an inverse modeling technique with the help of a global scintillation
model SIGMA to characterize the intermediate (0.1-10 km) scale to medium scale (10-100
km) high latitude irregularities which are likely to produce ionospheric scintillations in the
GNSS signals. In this investigation, we consider ground observations from both the northern and southern high latitudes during a geomagnetically active period on 9 March 2012.
We compare the high rate GPS observations to the SIGMA model predictions and using
the inverse method derive some of the physical properties of the irregularities. According
to our knowledge, high rate GPS data along with a model comparison have never been
utilized in high latitude interhemispheric studies. For our inverse method, we initially use
available auxiliary data to deduce some of the input parameters of SIGMA for a given
GNSS observation. Subsequently, for each observation, we obtain optimal values of the
remaining unknown SIGMA parameters. The SIGMA input parameters thus derived represent the physical and propagation parameters related to the physics of the irregularity
that produced those GNSS scintillations.
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The results indicate that the spectral index ranges from 2.4 to 4.2. For F region irregularities the values are close to 4, which is consistent with the theoretical expectation
for 3D irregularity spectra. The RMS number density ranges from 3e11 to 2.3e12 el/m3 .
The turbulence strength in TEC ranges from 1 TECU to 2.4 TECU. These TECU values
were found to be within the observed limits in TEC maps in both the hemispheres during
those times. The best fits we obtained from our inverse method that considers only weak
scattering mostly agree with the observations and indicated irregularity altitudes of 120
km (E region) and 350 km (F region) at the auroral or cusp and polar cap locations,
respectively. Finally, predominance of phase scintillations compared to amplitude scintillations at these high latitudes imply the presence of larger-scale irregularities of sizes
above the Fresnel scale of hundred to a few hundred meters at GPS signal frequencies.
The best fits we obtained from our inverse method mostly agree with the observations,
but we also report important discrepancies. These discrepancies in obtaining a unique
solution could be reduced with the availability of more auxiliary data and better estimates
of the measurement errors. The inverse modeling technique can be refined by implementing our recommendations from this study especially like implementing larger or variable
thickness option in the inverse modeling optimization problem. Inverse modeling using
more than 4 unknowns, variable thickness, a generalized spectral model of high latitude
irregularities, global optimization algorithm and a modification in the geometry of the
electron density distribution in SIGMA are future advancements in the current methodology. In addition to these, we will include the option of increasing the number of layers
as a standard part of inverse modeling analysis. Although some of these changes may
add multi-fold computational challenges to the current work, we plan to pursue them as
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follow-up research. We believe that with some upgrades, this inverse modeling technique
will be instrumental in routinely deriving the physics of the ionospheric irregularities from
GNSS observations.
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Table 1. Geographic and Geomagnetic coordinates of the locations under study.
Location
Symbol Owner Geographic
Geomagnetic
(Latitude, Longitude) (Latitude,Longitude)
Resolute Bay ResBay CHAIN (74.4◦ N, 94.5◦ W)
(82.7◦ N, 35◦ W)
◦
◦
Ny-Ålesund NYA0 INGV (78.9 N, 11.9 E)
(76.4◦ N, 109.4◦ E)
Tromsø
Tromsø BATH (69.3◦ N, 19.1◦ E)
(66.7◦ N, 102.1◦ E)
◦
◦
South Pole
SPA
BATH (90 S, 97.5 W)
(74.3◦ S, 18.7◦ E)
McMurdo
MCM
BATH (77.8◦ S, 166.7◦ E)
(80◦ S, 33.9◦ W)
◦
◦
Concordia
DMC0 INGV (75.1 S, 123.2 E)
(89◦ S, 59.2◦ E)
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Table 2.

SIGMA Input parameters. The respective steps of the inverse modeling which are

used to obtain the input parameters are mentioned in brackets.
Irregularity Spectrum Parameters
l0 Outer scale (15 km)
SpInd Spectral index (Step 2)
∆N Root Mean Square (RMS)
electron density fluctuation
(Step 1 or 2)
AXR Axial ratio (10)
Geographical Parameters
I Dip angle (Receiver Location)
LOS(Elv,Az) LOS vector elevation and azimuth
between receiver & satellite location
Propagation Parameters
Hiono Altitude (Step 1 or 2)
Nl Number of layers (1)
LTh Thickness (10 km)
vd (|vd |, 6 vd ) Plasma drift velocity (Step 1 or 2)
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Table 3.

SIGMA optimum parameter values for each inverse modeling case at different

locations. The cases which we found to be fitting the best to the observations for each receiver
location are shown in boldface.
6 vd
SIGMA
l0 SpInd
∆N AXR LT h
|vd |
χ0
3
Parameters
(km)
(el/m )
(km) (m/s) (degree)
ResBay (at 120 km)
15
2.4 0.9e12
10
10
300
165 2.37
ResBay (at 350 km)
15
3.6 0.8e12
10
10
700
165 1.77
ResBay (at 350 km)
15
3.6 0.6e12
10
40 550
157.5 1.55
NYA0 (at 120 km)
15
3.0 1.0e12
10
10
450
-50 1.64
NYA0 (at 350 km)
15
2.4 1.0e12
10
10
400
-50 2.4
NYA0 (at 350 km)
15
4 0.6e12
10
40 350
-37.5 0.98
Tromsø (at 120 km)
15
4.2 2.3e12
10
10 500
150 1.81
Tromsø (at 350 km)
15
4.2 2.3e12
10
10
500
150 1.86
Tromsø (at 350 km)
15
5 0.6e12
10
40
500
150 1.9
SPA (at 120 km)
15
2.4 1.0e12
10
10 400
-130 1.45
SPA (at 350 km)
15
3.6 2.5e12
10
10
700
-110 1.32
SPA (at 350 km)
15
4 0.7e12
10
40
600
-140 1.54
MCM (at 120 km)
15
3.6 2.1e12
10
10
600
-110 1.21
MCM (at 350 km)
15
3.6 1.8e12
10
10
600
-100 1.32
MCM (at 350 km)
15
4 0.3e12
10
40 800
-85 1.06
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Figure 1.
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3500

Stacked plots of the phase of GPS signal in radians at 6 different locations. The

vertical scale on the right corresponds to a phase of 3 rad and is included to illustrate the strength
of the phase scintillations.
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(a)
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TROMSO
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NYA0
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SPA

Figure 2.

Forecast of (a) Northern auroral oval at 3:30 UT and (b) Southern auroral oval

at 3:15 UT on 9 March 2012 displayed in magnetic local time (MLT) and magnetic coordinate
system. The yellow squares are the locations of GPS stations from where TEC measurements
were obtained. Pink squares are radio occultations and grey circles are SSUSI 1356 emissions.
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IDA4D polar plot displaying modeled vertical TEC in geomagnetic coordinates

over Antarctica at 3:15 UT on 9 March 2012. The GPS station locations from where the TEC
measurements were obtained are indicated in yellow squares.
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Figure 4.

TROMSO

DMC

Convection velocity maps derived from SuperDARN data in (a) Northern high

latitude region at 3:30 UT and (b) Southern high latitude region at 3:15 UT on 9 March 2012.
The colored convection velocity vectors display the magnitudes based on the color bar.
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McMurdo case χ0 contour plots showing different confidence levels at (a) 120 km

and (b) 350 km. The color bars represent the values of χ0 .
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Figure 6.

(a) and (c): PSD, and (b) and (d): time series of the best fits for 120 km (upper

panel) and 350 km (lower panel) heights at McMurdo.
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Figure 7. (a) PSD and (b) time series of the best fits for McMurdo with LT h = 40 km thickness
at 350 km height.
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(b)
(

Figure 8.

(a) Energetic particle precipitation over Antarctica from SSUSI instrument on the

DMSP satellites and (b) Imaging riometer data at the South Pole displaying absorption around
3:15 UT, which most likely is due to energetic particle precipitation reaching the D region.
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Figure 9.

PSD (a,c,e,g) and phase time series (b,d,f,h) of the best fits for Resolute Bay

(350 km), Ny-Ålesund (120 km), Tromsø (120 km), and SPA (120 km).
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